$34.99  Brookstone® Nap® Massaging Wrap

Brookstone® Nap® massaging wrap is a 2 speed plush neck wrap for your neck, shoulders, legs or even your waist. Simply wrap the massager around you and adjust the ends for instant relaxation.

- Built-in massager offers soothing vibration
- Ultra-plush NapSoft® material
- Provides warm and relaxing sensation
- Uses 2 AA batteries (not included)

Model/Product # 897654 – Chinchilla
UPC – 883594047039
Model/Product # 897649 – Sapphire
UPC – 883594047015

$29.99  Brookstone® Theraspa Herbal Hot/Cold Neck & Shoulder Wrap

This neck and shoulder wrap is perfect for relieving stress, tension & muscle pain. The high collar and large curved shape wraps around your neck and upper shoulders providing extra comfort. It will stay in place while walking, standing or sitting.

- Microwaveable
- Delivers soothing, deep-penetrating hot or cold therapy
- Helps relieve stress, tension, muscle pain, and stiffness
- Filled with all-natural herbs and other aromatic ingredients
- Soft fabric feels soothing against skin

Model/Product # 867275 – Gray
UPC - 883594048173
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Mobility Aids**

$74.99  Brookstone® 3D Shiatsu Lumbar Massager

Enjoy Brookstone® 3 dimensional shiatsu lumbar massage with 4 sets of double massage nodes for enhanced deep kneading of hard to reach back muscles. Two way shiatsu motion alternates after every minute of massage further enhancing massage of muscles for greater relief.

- Designed specifically for your lower back
- 3D massage matches the curve of your spine
- Selectable heat for deeper relaxation
- Can be used seated or lying down
- Adjustable straps to hold pillow to chair

Model/Product # 882101 – Black
UPC - 883594045905

$99.99  Brookstone® 3D Shiatsu Back Masssager

The Brookstone® 3D back massager uses 12 deep kneading massagers to move up and down, side to side and even front to back along the curve of your spine to help improve circulation and relieve tightness. 12 deep-kneading Shiatsu massage nodes

- True 3-dimensional massage
- Reversible massage direction
- Fits in any chair
- Built in carry handles

Model/Product # 313410 – Black
UPC - 883594054501
Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Mobility Aids**

**$89.99** Brookstone® Mobile Sport Cordless Massager

This powerful cordless massager delivers deep relief at home, in the gym, outdoors or on the go. Its dual grip design fits easily in your hand for precise control as you target hard to reach spots. With its long up and down stroke, the massage node kneads extra deep for as long as you need to help unlock stress and tension from sore tight muscles.

- Single-node percussion massage for entire body
- Rechargeable and easily portable
- Variable-speed intensity control
- Small size makes it easy to target any muscle

Model/Product # 849265 – Gray/Red  
UPC - 883594042102

**$59.99** Brookstone® Active Sport Massager

Brookstone® hand held active sport massager lets you target specific muscles or enjoy soothing all over relief. Attach the pinpoint node for intense targeted relief or the ball node for a more generalized massage. Wide coverage attachment helps ease larger muscle groups. 3 interchangeable massage nodes

- Long-reach design for hard-to-massage spots
- Variable speed/intensity control
- Zippered travel bag included

Model/Product # 672469 – Gray/Red  
UPC - 883594029776

**$109.99** Brookstone® Shiatsu Neck and Back Massager

The Brookstone® Shiatsu neck & back massager lets you reach tight and tired muscles all over your back without having to make an appointment with a massage therapist. Raise or lower the handles to position the deep kneading massage nodes at just the right spots and get ready to feel more limber, relaxed and refreshed for the rest of the day.

- 8 deep-kneading massage nodes
- Selectable heat for greater relaxation
- Moves easily to reach knots and sore spots
- Auto-reversing and single-direction modes

Model/Product # 863806 – Black  
UPC – 883594044625
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Mobility Aids**

$169.99  Brookstone® Seat Massager with Heat

Soothing back and shoulder massage in any chair. Brookstone® shiatsu and rolling massage nodes travel the full length of your back, including your shoulders and neck. They can target specific areas if you like and adjust to fit the width and height of both your back and neck.

- Deep-kneading Shiatsu massage nodes
- Rolling massage nodes
- Vibration seat massage with 3 intensity levels
- Selectable heat
- 20 minute auto shutoff
- Fits any chair

Model/Product # 970470 – Black/Gray
UPC - 883594052415

$139.99  Brookstone® Nap Shiatsu Massaging Bed Rest

This luxury bed rest with built in massager by Brookstone® will make sitting in bed never have felt so comfortable. The built in cup holder and side pocket keep the essentials close by. Simple control panel on the arm with on/off and reverse massage buttons.

- Powerful Shiatsu massage nodes
- Soft, comfortable, and supportive foam inside
- Ultra-soft NAP™ fabric on the outside
- Padded flap covers massage nodes when not in use
- Folds to 8” height for easy storage
- Spot clean only

Model/Product # 973066 – Gray
UPC - 883594052484
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Mobility Aids**

**$199.99** Uplift Premium Power Seat
- 100% lift up to 300lbs
- 17” wide to fit most armchairs or sofas
- Easy to use flexible hand control
- Memory foam with washable cover

Model/Product # PS3017 – Black
UPC - 627394121014

**$89.99** Classics Rolling Walker
- Height adjustable handles with locking hand brakes for safety while sitting
- Convenient storage area holds personal items
- Padded seat and backrest provide comfort while seated
- Folds easily for storage and transport
- 6” wheels for increased maneuverability
- 300lb weight capacity

Model/Product # A33577 – Blue
UPC - 023601013354

**$119.99** Classics Transport Chair
- Adjustable swing away foot rests are removable
- Large 19” seating area provides comfort
- Steel frame easily folds for storage and transport

Model/Product # A33677 – Blue
UPC - 023601013361
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$189.99 Classics Wheelchair
- No assembly required
- Safe and comfortable portability
- Folds flat for quick and easy transport
- Adjustable swing away foot rests are removable
- Back folds down for compact storage
- Large 20” seating area and back provides comfort
- 300lb capacity

Model/Product # A22977 – Blue
UPC - 023601012296

$49.99 Universal Bath Bench
- Patented Exact Level height adjustment
- Convenient notch to hold hand-held shower spray
- Drainage holes to prevent water pooling
- Extra-large seating area supports up to 400 lbs.
- No tool assembly

Model/Product # B671-CO - White
UPC - 086876159554

$79.99 Universal Transfer Bench
The Universal Transfer Bench features a backrest with two built-in handles to make positioning easier and our patented Exact Level height adjustable legs.
- Easily converts for left or right hand bathing entry
- Disassembles quickly for storage or travel
- Comfortable seat & backrest with two built-in handles
- Exact Level patented height adjustment
- 400lb weight capacity

Model/Product # B170-CO – White
UPC - 023601017031

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$52.99  Deluxe Folding Commode

The Deluxe Folding Commode is perfect for those who are short on space. It can be used three ways, as a stand-alone commode, a raised toilet seat or a toilet safety frame.
• Comfortable elongated seat for ease of use
• Easily folds for transportation and storage
• Comes complete with bucket, splash guard, lid and trial pack of commode liners (toilet paper holder NOT included)
• Tool free assembly
• Use as a bedside commode, toilet safety frame or raised toilet seat
• 300lb weight capacity

Model/Product # B341-00 – White
UPC - 023601023414

$69.99  Bed Support Rail

The Bed Support Rail is designed to allow the user to get in and out of bed safely and easily. This rail is tool free, quick, convenient, and easy to assemble. Simply place the rail under the bed frame and adjust to fit. It is fully adjustable in both depth and height.

• Provides safety while in bed
• Fully adjustable in height and depth to fit most beds
• Tool free and easy to assemble

Model/Product # P566-00 – White
UPC - 02360116564
$99.99 Home Overbed Table

This table is height adjustable and features a tilting tray for versatile use. The Home Overbed Table is easy-to-clean and able to hold up to 50 pounds. Fitted with Sure-Lock roller wheels to avoid sliding.

- Tilting table top with ledge is ideal for eating, reading and studying in bed
- Designed to blend with home furniture
- Height adjustable from 24” to 34”
- Adjusts for left- or right-handed use
- Features sure-lock roller wheels to avoid movement

Model/Product # P568-00 – Black
UPC - 023601035684

$89.99 Easy Up Bed Rail

The Easy-up Bed Rail is a combination safety rail and bed support rail for ultimate convenience and safety. A single-step release allows caregivers to easily lower and raise the rails.

- 2-in-1 design combines a padded bed support bar and safety rail
- Single step release allows the caregiver to easily raise or lower the rails
- Fits any standard sized bed
- Tool-free assembly

Model/Product # P569-00 – Brown
UPC - 023601015693
$199.99 AccuRelief Ultimate Foot Circulator

This powerful device delivers prescription-strength relief by relaxing stiff muscles, increasing blood circulation of health muscles, reduces swollen feet and ankles to help you get back to a normal activity level.

- Three Channel Electric Stimulator: (1) for Foot Stimulation, (2) for Body Stimulation
- Powerful prescription-strength relief achieved through the electrode pads placed on your body or through the foot pads
- Easy-to-use remote control for electrical stimulation with 15 preset programs to help alleviate muscle pain, tired and sore muscles as well as assist to increase blood circulation for swollen ankles and feet.

Model/Product # ACRL-5500 – White
UPC - 023601255006

$49.99 EZ Bath and Shower Seat W/Handles

The E-Z Bath and Shower Seat with Handles features large handles to make sitting down and getting up bath safer and easier.

- Secure handles assist with sitting down and standing up
- Adjustable seat height (16.5” - 22.5”)
- Easily folds for compact storage
- Stylish sleek design
- 300lb weight capacity

Model/Product # B66000 – White
UPC - 023601026606

$59.99 E-Z Lock Raised Toilet Seat

Our E-Z Lock Raised Toilet Seat with Armrests adds 5 inches of height to the toilet seat to assists those with bending or sitting difficulties.

- Adds 5” of height to the toilet seat
- 17.25” of width between the armrests
- Comes with padded arm rests
- Secure locking mechanism included
- 300lb weight capacity

Model/Product # B311-CO – White
UPC - 023601658500
$14.99 Adjustable Cane with Offset Handle

- Ergonomically designed handle with soft Foam Grip
- Handle height adjusts from 28 1/2" to 38 1/2"
- Comes standard with wrist strap
- Manufactured with sturdy, 1" diameter anodized, extruded aluminum tubing
- 300 lb. Weight Capacity.

Model/Product # M121-019
UPC - 847593014898